Arbor, Mich. , USA tems' functions and behaviors. Computational modeling of large, system-wide, quantitative data sets is used to generate molecular interaction pathways, such as metabolic and cell signaling networks. Key Messages: Importantly, the interpretation of data generated by systems biology tools requires integration with enhanced clinical research data and validation using model systems. Such an integrative biological approach has already generated novel insights into pathways and molecules involved in DKD. In this review, we highlight recent examples of how combining systems biology with traditional clinical and model research efforts results in an integrative biology approach that significantly adds to the understanding of the complex pathophysiology of DKD.
the development of diabetes and associated DKD. Despite the growing population of persons at risk for this condition, our scientific efforts to understand the pathophysiology in an attempt to alter the disease course are failing. Unfortunately, neither the detection of early DKD nor the treatments currently available are significantly impacting the detection or progression of this devastating condition. Current practice relies on estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) and urinary microalbumin excretion (albumin/creatinine ratio, ACR) to detect DKD, in lieu of routine histologic evaluation of renal tissue. However, by the time these biomarkers are detectable, significant renal structural damage has already occurred [2] . It is unclear whether this damage is reversible. Thus, there is a significant drive to understand a person's inherent risk factors, and to define the earliest alterations within the kidney that contribute to the development of DKD. This knowledge should help to identify persons at risk before they develop significant disease, and aid in the development of treatments that alter the disease course.
However, elucidation of this knowledge has proven to be a challenge, due in significant part to the complex physiology of the kidney. Each nephron within the kidney is composed of a glomerulus where blood is filtered, and a tubule where the filtrate is modified. Each component has a multitude of different cell types and functions: the glomerulus is composed of endothelial cells, mesangial cells, and podocytes, while tubules are composed of a variety of specialized epithelial cells with variable function dependent on their location along the tubular segment. In this intricate milieu, hypothesis-driven studies have been used to investigate genetic variants that influence DKD based on a compelling candidate-gene approach [3] including the angiotensin-converting enzyme insertion/ deletion polymorphism [4] , aldose reductase [5] , and apolipoprotein E [6] . Unfortunately, the candidate gene approach suffers from inherent weaknesses such as inadequate sample sizes and susceptibility to false positives [7, 8] . Disappointingly few candidate-gene studies have been independently replicated. Thus, the elaborate and complex nature of kidney function necessitates an integrative and multidisciplinary approach.
An integrative biology approach to analyze biological systems as a unified whole has emerged to better characterize complex diseases such as DKD ( fig. 1 a) . Substantial progress in experimental and computational tools is responsible for the evolution of these research strategies. The term 'systems biology' loosely defines an integrative approach towards knowledge discovery that combines large-scale data sets from diverse sources to gain a more holistic understanding of health and disease. This approach considers disease development to progress along the genome-phenome continuum ( fig. 1 b) whereby a sequence of regulatory cascades connects genetic predispositions with environmental influences to manifest a phenotype [9] . The technologies involved provide the means to measure changes in large numbers of components at different layers within this regulatory cascade and then to identify patterns of interactions of these components. Such data sets include genetic variations (genomics), epigenetic modifications (epigenomics), coding and noncoding RNAs (transcriptomics), proteins (proteomics), metabolites (metabolomics), detailed morphologic characterization (morphogenomics), and comprehensive clinical phenotyping (phenomics). This approach has garnered success towards a more comprehensive understanding of disease pathogenesis in several complex diseases, most prominently in oncology [10] .
In this review, we provide an overview of systems biology tools as applied to the study of DKD. Several previous reviews are excellent resources for the specifics of the techniques used [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . We focus on the rationale of these 'omics' approaches and highlight pertinent examples of early progress integrating different layers within the genome-phenome continuum. Our goal is for clinicians and researchers to appreciate the strengths and necessity of an integrative biology approach to understand the complex pathophysiology of DKD.
Omics Approaches to DKD

Genomics
As well-described instances of genetic heritability of DKD were known, the development of sophisticated genomic sequencing methods held great promise for elucidating the genetic underpinnings of this disease. However, like other human diseases with complex traits such as hypertension, describing the genetic determinants underlying DKD has been challenging. Unlike monogenic disorders, there is no simple concordance between genetic variation and phenotype in DKD, and as such, gene mapping by linkage analysis is difficult. Thus, genomewide association (GWA) studies were developed to correlate a dense set of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) across the genome to survey the most common genetic variation with a disease phenotype or trait across a population. An advantage is that no prior assumptions regarding the biology of the disease are required [7] ; significant limitations are that they require a large sample size, a careful definition of the clinical trait, and significant costs. Indeed, single studies using GWA studies to investigate DKD including modest numbers of individuals have had limited success. Craig et al. [18] compared pooled DNA from ∼ 1,100 type 1 diabetes mellitus (T1DM) subjects, half with ESRD and half without DKD. McDonough et al. [19] performed an association analysis adjusting for admixture in ∼ 1,000 type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) African-Americans with ESRD and in another ∼ 1,000 without T2DM or kidney disease. No association reached accepted significance thresholds in either study.
A promising approach, termed 'systems genetics', is designed to integrate genetic risk loci with other functional data sets and biological knowledge, and therefore overcome some of the limitations of straightforward GWA studies [13] . An example is illustrated by studies involving FRMD3 . In an initial study, the GoKinD (Genetics of Kidneys in Diabetes) investigators examined 360,000 SNPs in 820 T1DM individuals with ESRD or proteinuria and compared them to 885 T1DM control individuals [20] . Implicated SNPs were then examined in 1, 304 Fig. 1 . a An integrative biological approach to understanding the basis of DKD is necessary. This approach combines diverse sets of sophisticated expertise in an attempt to better characterize the pathophysiology of this complex disease. b Systems biology tools are used to describe the alterations seen in DKD at each point along the genome-phenome continuum. The goal is to integrate these data to visualize how alterations at specific points result in downstream events, and ultimately in the DKD phenotype.
Interventions and Complications) trial, identifying 2 novel loci (FRMD3 and CARS) . Though neither reached genome-wide significance, Martini et al. [21] pursued the functional analysis of a candidate SNP (rs188747) located in the extended promoter region of the poorly annotated FRMD3 gene. In a cohort of individuals with early diabetic glomerulopathy, a gene coregulation network of several hundred transcripts correlating with FRMD3 expression contained several members of the BMP pathway. Promoter modeling demonstrated a shared regulatory transcriptional module suggestive of a common regulation of FRMD3 and BMP pathway genes, proposing a transcriptional link between the polymorphism and regulation of this signaling pathway. Thus, defining a putative functional context for the effects of a SNP is another analytical approach to investigate candidates of interest. By linking candidate genetic variants to transcripts within a defined coregulation network and pathway analysis, it is possible to identify a likely functional and regulatory context of disease-associated genetic variants [13] .
Though systems genetics is an ideal mechanism to incorporate genetic and functional data, much work still needs to be done to identify potential genetic loci of DKD. One main limitation of a GWA study approach is that although it is able to identify SNPs associated with a clinical trait, linking SNPs with molecular function is not trivial. Thus, to further characterize the pathophysiological context of a particular SNP, its effect on gene, protein, and metabolite expression is sought. Expression quantitative trait locus (eQTL) analysis is a mechanism to determine the statistical association of a genotype with transcript expression. A SNP associated with the expression of a nearby gene is called a cis -eQTL, which likely tags a causal SNP that changes transcript abundance. A SNP associated with transcript expression of distant genes is defined as a trans -eQTL, which may identify remote enhancers or repressors or gene-gene interaction. In addition, clinical measures may be used concomitantly with eQTL analysis to further clarify genetic variants.
GENIE (Genetics of Nephropathy: an International Effort) has extended initial GWA studies' observations by performing a meta-analysis utilizing eQTL mapping to assess the functional context of SNPs profiled in almost 7,000 subjects with T1DM [22] . The analysis revealed loci and their association with neighboring transcripts (1 in AFF3 , 1 near SP3 , and 1 between RGMA and MCTP2 ) that were associated with ESRD, and a fourth locus (within the intronic region of ERBB4 ) when the definition of DKD also included macroalbuminuria. The FIND (Family Investigation of Nephropathy in Diabetes) network has followed a parallel approach in a study of 6,197 patients with T2DM and advanced kidney disease across 4 ethnicities in the US [23] .
An additional collaborative approach that is currently being pursued by investigators of the SUMMIT (Surrogate Markers for Micro-and Macro-Vascular Hard Endpoints for Innovative Diabetes Tools) and JDRF-DNCRI (Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation-Diabetic Nephropathy Collaborative Research Initiative) studies is to combine GWA studies involving more than 25,000 T1DM participants characterized for DKD status and extend the variants to be interrogated.
Though whole-genome sequencing of populations has become feasible [24] , it requires substantial resources for data generation and analysis; moreover, the interpretation of noncoding variants linked to clinical traits in complex diseases is challenging. A more feasible approach than whole-genome sequencing is whole-exome sequencing, which focuses investigation on the protein-coding regions of the genome [25] . Because the human exome comprises only a small fraction of the entire genome, human exome sequencing allows much greater sequence coverage at reduced cost and in less time. Functional predictions of the coding variants are more feasible and can allow effective filtering of variants to a single putative causal variant. This approach is gaining impetus in investigations of DKD. Cooke Bailey et al. [26] used publicly available wholeexome sequencing data from the NHLBI GO ESP (National Heart Lung Blood Institute Grand Opportunity Exome Sequencing Project) database. Thirty-one coding SNPs in 19 genes previously implicated in kidney disease were used to interrogate the genotypes of individuals with ESRD in T2DM. Though their associations were not dramatic, several SNPs were replicated in both the AfricanAmerican and Euro-American data sets.
Thus far, identified causative genetic loci and variants in DKD explain only a small fraction of the known heritability. However, this is consistent with most other complex traits, where less than half of the total trait heritability can be ascribed to the sum of genetic effects [27] . With falling costs of sequencing, and collaborative efforts to pool data, GWA studies are expected to reveal additional genetic risk loci. A systems genetics approach integrating genetic and functional data is of great use in validating candidate loci and greatly enriches our physiologic understanding. However, since other nongenetic elements are thought to contribute to the risk of DKD, including untested rare variants as well as gene-gene and gene-environment interactions, other omics approaches are essential to complement the genomics approach.
Epigenomics
In both T1 and T2DM complication research, recent studies in humans, animal models, and cells in culture point to a 'metabolic memory' of a hyperglycemic environment [28] . For example, even when blood glucose levels are tightly controlled, diabetic individuals may still suffer from chronic kidney disease and progress to kidney failure driven by initial hyperglycemia [29] . To explain this effect, investigators have turned to studies of epigenetics. Epigenetics describes heritable and self-perpetuating but reversible changes that affect gene expression during cell division, without alterations in the DNA sequence [30] . This includes covalent modifications such as histone acetylation or DNA methylation, which alter chromatin density and accessibility of the transcriptional machinery to DNA. These modifications are conserved during somatic cell division and are important in the preservation of cell identity. Noncoding RNAs, such as microRNAs (miRNAs), are also considered to be part of the epigenome. Such epigenetic factors likely function as mediators between genes and the environment, by creating a memory of the environmental signal as an adaptation or response [31] . Indeed, this is of particular interest in studies of diabetic complications as changes in metabolite levels can affect gene expression by inducing covalent modifications of nucleic acids and histone complexes [30] .
To explore this angle, Ko et al. [32] looked at cytosine methylation in microdissected renal tubular epithelial cells from individuals with DKD. They found differentially methylated regions enriched in consensus binding sites for renal transcription factors in putative enhancer regions of a set of genes related to kidney fibrosis; moreover, these changes correlated with gene transcript levels. These findings raise the possibility that dysregulated cytosine methylation plays a role in the predisposition and development of DKD.
miRNAs are also being actively pursued as modulators of DKD expression. They are short, single-stranded RNAs that post-transcriptionally regulate gene expression by binding to 3 ′ untranslated regions of target messenger RNAs (mRNAs), leading to inhibition of translation or to decay. One particularly attractive feature of miRNAs is that they are present in urinary exosomes, and thus offer the possibility of being biomarkers for DKD. Recent studies in animals and tissue culture models showed that several miRNAs are involved in the pathogenesis of DKD, including miR-451, miR-195, miR-192, the miR-29 family, and miR-21 [33] . Additionally, Argyropoulos et al. [34] showed that in individuals with T1DM with different stages of DKD, profiles of 27 urinary miRNAs differed according to the stage of disease. These miRNAs mapped to pathways involved in growth factor signaling and renal fibrosis. More recently, Lai et al. [35] showed that miR-21 seems to have a protective role in glomerular injury ; miR-21-deficient TGF-β 1 transgenic mice had increased proteinuria, decreased renal function, and decreased podocyte numbers compared with miR-21 wild-type TGF-β 1 transgenic littermates. The authors went on to show that in American Indians with DKD, ACR was positively associated with glomerular miR-21 expression. These findings suggest that miR-21 inhibits TGF-β 1 signaling and functions.
Epigenetics is a relatively new area of study; yet initial studies in DKD suggest promising results in this arena. Efforts to advance this field of research are actively being pursued by the Human Epigenome Project and ENCODE (Encyclopedia of DNA Elements) with the hope that other chromatin factors and epigenetic mechanisms will be revealed. As epigenetic changes are highly cell type specific, cell-based studies are critical. Though the initial ENCODE project does not include kidney cell-specific lineages, epithelial and endothelial cell lines are included. Ongoing studies using a systems genetics approach that integrates genetic risk with epigenetic profiles may yield insights into the puzzle of 'missing heritability' in our current GWA analyses [30, 36] .
Transcriptomics
Transcriptomics is the analysis of mRNA expression on a genome-wide scale. Compared to the genome, i.e. the entity of genetic information, the transcriptome is far more dynamic and may vary extensively between cells, tissues, and physiologic or pathologic conditions. In practice, expression profiling involves isolating mRNA from tissue and quantifying individual transcript expression signals by microarray or RNA sequencing. Comparison of gene expression mRNA levels between diseased and control tissues reveals relative expression changes of the set of genes. Correlative analysis can be performed to determine gene expression relative to the severity of disease. Expression data can also be linked with prior knowledge (literature search tools or protein interaction databases) and aggregated into functional categories, leading to the identification of molecular disease processes represented by the transcriptional changes. Importantly, mRNA levels do not necessarily show a direct correlation with protein level, with translational regulation, post-translational modifications, and protein degradation being additional components involved in protein regulation.
Not only does a transcriptomic approach provide a mechanism to discover new pathways and genes involved in disease, but it also can be used to define the molecular pattern at any point along the continuum of disease. This is of particular interest in DKD, as it offers an opportunity to identify individuals early in the disease course before traditional markers of disease including GFR and ACR are affected. Moreover, it may help to identify those individuals at increased risk for disease progression, as well as subpopulations that may respond to a particular therapy.
Comprehensive profiling of gene expression in the human kidney has provided novel insights into both physiologic and pathogenetic mechanisms in DKD. Analytical strategies have been developed using published gene associations to organize differential gene expression patterns into defined pathways. Berthier et al. [37] performed glomerular and tubulointerstitial gene expression profiling on type 2 diabetics, with early and late DKD, and revealed a highly regulated Janus kinase-signal transducer and activator transcription (JAK-STAT) pathway in individuals with DKD compared to controls. Schmid et al. [38] screened tubulointerstitial gene expression from human renal biopsies and employed bioinformatic analyses to identify a specific nuclear factor-κB promoter module (NFKB_IRFF_01) in the inflammatory stress response of progressive DKD, uncovering potential therapeutic targets for further investigation.
Interestingly, key members of the JAK-STAT pathway were not regulated in a mouse model of DKD, though it should be noted that humans had progressive disease, while the murine model was nonprogressive. Hodgin et al. [39] identified cross-species, shared transcriptional networks in glomeruli of early type 2 human DKD and 3 murine models of DKD (streptozotocin DBA/2, C57BLKS db/db , and eNOS-deficient C57BLKS db/db strains). Shared transcriptional mechanism defined by network matching algorithms identified nodes reflecting established pathogenic mechanisms of diabetes complications including JAK-STAT and VEGFR signaling pathways. In addition, nodes and pathways unique to each humanmurine model pairing were defined. This highlights the importance of selecting murine models most relevant to the human disease process.
Transcriptomics is currently one of the most mature and comprehensive omics tools for studying DKD, due to the extensive experience with available sequencing and analytical methods. Progress integrating data sets with those emerging from other omics platforms is already occurring, as in the case of FRMD3 described above. However, one of the crucial limitations of transcriptional profiling in DKD is the access to renal tissue, especially at earlier time points within the disease process. This time point is of specific interest, since these data are likely to reveal DKD-specific pathogenic pathways. Protocol biopsies are helping to fill this void, as will be discussed below.
Proteomics
The proteome is the entire set of proteins expressed within an organism, system, cell, or subcellular compartment. As proteins are the backbone of the physiologic pathways of cells, it follows that protein profiles vary according to the particular needs of the tissues in both health and disease. Proteomic analysis depends on protein extraction and fractionation, high-throughput mass spectrometry, and protein identification. Protein identification is pursued using web-based databases that detail amino acid sequences of expressed proteins, based on genes identified in human and murine genomes. Large data sets have been generated from healthy and diseased tissue, but interpretation remains an issue. Identification is inherently biased for more abundant proteins, and for certain characteristics that make some peptides technically more easily identifiable. Comparison of studies is complicated by the use of different methods for protein capture and separation and different types of mass spectrometer equipment, as well as by a lack of standardization of sample processing and analysis [11] . Despite the technical difficulties, several studies have yielded useful insights.
To date, most proteomic studies in DKD have focused on analysis of urine, searching for biomarkers of disease. Some have resulted in the identification of candidate predictors for the development of DKD in T2DM individuals. For example, as part of the VADT (Veterans Affairs Diabetes Trial), Bhensdadia et al. [40] performed liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry on urine from T2DM individuals with varying degrees of GFR and albuminuria to identify best predictors of early renal function loss. After identifying several candidates in individuals with normoalbuminuria, and testing those candidates in urine from individuals with early DKD (CKD stage 2 or better, ACR <300 mg/g), urine haptoglobin was defined as the best molecular outcome predictor. When urine haptoglobin-to-creatinine ratio was included in a model to predict early renal functional decline (that included ACR), predictive performance improved. Another urinary proteomic study by Zürbig et al. nal cohort of 35 diabetic (T1 and T2DM) individuals who were initially normoalbuminuric. They found that urinary collagen α-1(I and III) fragments decreased 3-5 years before the onset of macroalbuminuria.
More recently, a few proteomics studies have surfaced that used kidney tissue from individuals with DKD. In one example, Nakatani et al. [42] performed proteomic analyses on laser-captured, micro-dissected glomeruli from formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded autopsy kidney tissue from 10 individuals with DKD (average eGFR 59.9 ml/min/1.73 m 2 , SD ±7.5; ACR not included) and 10 nondiabetic controls without kidney disease. A total of 170 proteins were identified, 100 of which were differentially expressed in DKD samples as compared to controls (55 overexpressed and 45 repressed). The investigators went on to validate one of the proteins identified by the analysis, nephronectin, by performing immunohistochemistry on a second, larger group of autopsy specimens, demonstrating a positive correlation of histologic glomerular sclerosis with nephronectin immunostaining of the extracellular matrix.
Though proteomic analysis of urine has yielded several candidate biomarkers of DKD [43] , studies involving proteomic analysis of DKD kidney tissue are just emerging. So far, the focus has been on individual or small groups of proteins, limiting the ability to look at the interactions of the proteins from a systems standpoint. However, combining tissue-derived proteomic profiling with transcriptional profiling of the same sample will allow simultaneous assessment of a gene set's transcriptional and post-translational profile. Though the samples represent a single snapshot in time, this information is likely to provide a unique vantage for gene control mechanisms involved in DKD.
Metabolomics
The metabolome is the collection of endogenous, chemically diverse small molecule metabolites (<1,500 Da) within a biological system. This includes lipids, steroids, carbohydrates, nucleotides, amino acids, and organic acids. Thus, metabolomics is a method to measure the functional output of a cell, or organ, and usually incorporates mass spectrometry-based techniques or NMR spectroscopy. Because metabolites vary widely in concentration, and can be affected by exogenous substances such as food or medications and thus vary between individuals, analytical assessment of the metabolome is challenging. No single methodology provides an accurate measurement of the entire metabolome. To date, few metabolomic studies on DKD have been published [12] .
Niewczas et al. [44] performed mass spectrometrybased global metabolic profiling on T2DM individuals, searching for plasma metabolites associated with the risk for progression to ESRD. The cases consisted of a nested cohort of 40 individuals within the Joslin Study of Genetics of Type 2 Diabetes and Kidney Complications. They all had essentially normal renal function at baseline, but developed ESRD during the subsequent 8-12 years. Matched control cases were those individuals who did not progress to ESRD. Interestingly, the metabolomic platform identified 16 metabolites previously classified as uremic solutes that were found to be elevated at baseline in the cases that progressed to ESRD. Additionally, cases showed a significant depletion of essential amino acids and derivatives, raising the possibility of impaired tubular reabsorption. Amino acid-derived acylcarnitines related to the urea cycle were increased, while precursors were depleted, suggesting enhanced mitochondrial amino acid β-oxidation.
As illustrated by Niewczas et al. [44] , these data can highlight previously unappreciated metabolic pathways of importance in DKD pathogenesis and help focus further investigations, especially in combination with other omic platforms. For example, one could reapproach the proteomic and transcriptomic profiles of DKD and specifically interrogate the data sets related to the urea cycle and to amino acid transporters in the renal tubules. Thus, metabolomic profiling in DKD provides a functional view of the kidney that adds context to the single-time point snapshot of proteomic and transcriptomic profiling.
Phenomics
The phenome is a description of the physical and biochemical traits of an organism. According to Houle et al. [45] , phenomics is 'the acquisition of high-dimensional phenotypic data on an organism-wide scale'. This is especially pertinent to the study of DKD. Because DKD is a complex trait, GFR and ACR arguably are not adequate parameters to describe the phenotypic complexity of an individual's kidney disease, especially when attempting to categorize disease for further study. Indeed, there has been a push for 'deep phenotyping', that is, both a precise and a comprehensive analysis of the phenotype across the spectrum of human diseases [46] . Such efforts to classify individuals into subpopulations based on their disease susceptibility, or molecular subclass of disease, may not only assist in earlier diagnoses, but also predict responses to a particular treatment.
Deep phenotyping of individuals requires significant resources and trained personnel. Individuals at risk need to be identified and recruited. Information is obtained on multiple levels in a standardized fashion, including comprehensive assessment of an individual's ethnogenetic background, detailed and comprehensive clinical and laboratory information, and sophisticated morphologic renal tissue measurements. Ideally, these data are obtained in a prospective manner with regular assessments over decades. Additionally, blood, urine, and renal tissue are collected at routine time points during the observation, to be available for omic platform evaluations.
Benefits of such an approach are already apparent from multiple ongoing longitudinal studies in T1 and T2DM, including the Joslin cohorts and the Pima Indian cohorts of Arizona; this Native American population has high rates of obesity and T2DM and unusually high rates of early development of DKD. They have been followed for more than 4 decades in the fashion described above ( fig. 2 ) . One interesting example of how such deep phenotyping has already benefited DKD investigations comes from Muller et al. [47] regarding a particular genetic variant in PFKFB2 (rs17258746) associated with body mass index. They found that lower gene expression of PFKFB2 correlated with higher percent body fat and body mass index, while lower gene expression in kidney tissue correlated with DKD. Thus, not only were the authors able to correlate longitudinal clinical parameters to a genetic risk locus, but they were then able to use adipose and renal tissue to examine gene expression. This cohort represents a relatively small, genetically homogenous group of GFR DNA RNA Fig. 2 . Deep phenotyping is combined with molecular analysis in an attempt to more specifically associate clinical and histopathologic features seen in DKD with resulting molecular alterations. The molecular alterations (such as the transcription level of a particular gene) can then be correlated with a clinical outcome (such as GFR). This approach can be used to identify genes, molecules, and pathways that are associated with disease, which can then be validated in model systems.
individuals. In some aspects, this is ideal and more likely to reveal genetic associations. However, the generalizability to persons of other ethnic backgrounds will need to be carefully assessed, and underlines the importance of expanding the deep phenotyping used in studies of DKD to persons of all ethnicities.
Concluding Remarks
For a complex disease such as DKD, an integrative biological approach is an absolute necessity to significantly advance knowledge of the pathophysiology of this disease. Omics technologies offer an organizational and methodological platform to identify key genes and pathways involved. The maturation of various integrative biology approaches is already contributing to research capabilities, and this is expected to expand. However, crucial components of the future success of these endeavors are deep phenotyping and access to renal tissue.
